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Happy Endings
Newsletter

#10

Sleeping and dreaming of honorary
mentions

A grand nomination

 

 

Hello.

The premiere of our documentary Suburban Madness was a success and we're now
submitting the film to festivals. Our short drama, The Theory, is currently in post-
production, but at least we've got one film that takes us places. From it's previous
success in Taipei to - just recently - Sweden!

Sleeping and dreaming of honorary mentions

Our animation Sleeping and Dreaming of Food (Att Sova och Drömma om Mat) was part of
the (out of competition) regional programme at Uppsala Short Film Festival and we
received an honorary mention!

The motivation:

"For an inventive and atmospheric piece of animation that skillfully and confidently
straddles the divide between two art forms." Uppsala Short Film Festival

We even made it into the local paper as we're giving our thanks.

See the press clipping here.

A grand nomination

The film will screen at Stockholm Film Festival after all! I'm one of ten directors
nominated to the prestigious 1 km Film scholarship at Stockholm Film Festival!

For this reason, our latest film Sleeping and Dreaming of Food will once again screen
in Sweden together with the previous films by the other nominees. So for you who
missed the screening in Uppsala, you have a second chance on Nov 19th at 5.30pm at
Filmhuset.

http://happyendingsproductions.co.uk/newsandpress/clippings/UNT-20091025.pdf


Here's Stockholm's write-up about the film:

"Eva-Marie Elg gör Kolbeinn Karlssons underliga serie med samma namn till en om
möjligt ännu mer bisarr film. Ackompanjerade av Kallioinias mystiska musik- och
ljuddesign ges serierutorna nytt liv i drömskt perspektiv." Stockholm Filmfestival

This time it's free so make sure you book your tickets in

advance here.

In other news

We've got some press lately. Check it all out at our website.

Bye for now,

Emie (Eva-Marie Elg)
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You can unsubscribe from the
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here.
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